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Main idea: Many students have absolutely no idea what their favorite chicken pieces are, from an 
anatomical standpoint.   It might be difficult to get a reptile to dissect but this is a tasty way to learn some 
anatomy that correlates well with the vertebrates.
  
Objective:  Introduce skeletal anatomy of vertebrates without problem of "icky dissection" and make 
some correlations with different vertebrates.
  
Materials: 
q       Cooked whole chicken
q       Illustration/photos of human, bird, and reptile skeletons
q       Right Before Your Eyes mini-poster about white vs. dark meat (see following pages)
q       Crayons
q       Rubber gloves.
  Motivator:  Students get to eat the dissection as they relate it to their own experience. 
  
Questions:  Before the activity, ask the students:
  
q       Do you think a chicken, a human, and a lizard have similar skeletons (bones)? A:  Yes, many 
of the bones are very similar and are even named the same. Look at the illustrations for 
comparison.
  
q       Can you think of any differences?  A:  The proportions are different for different animals and 
even the shape may be quite different.  Also, bird bones are hollow and light (so they can fly) 
compared to mammals and reptiles.
  
q       When you eat chicken, exactly what are you eating?  A:  Meat = Muscle!!!
  
q       What about those chicken pieces you get at fast-food chicken places? (The ones with the 
bones in them.)  They don't look quite the same!  A:  These pieces don't look like what you'd 
expect since they cut the portions up in a way that maximizes edible pieces.  Portions served may 
consist of more than one body part.
  
Activity:
  
Skeletons of  Mammal/Bird/Reptile Illustration (handout):  Have the students can find the same 
bones  (e.g. Femur) on the different illustrations and color them the same color.  This makes it quick and 
easy for them to see the differences at a glance.  Enlarge the skeleton illustrations to make it easier for coloring.
  
Exploring chicken skeleton:  Leader should cut up the chicken and have the students eat portions then 
ask them to set the bones aside for identification.  Look at the various bones and compare them with the 
illustrations.  For many of the children, they'll never have associated their favorite piece of chicken with 
an actual body part.  Discuss too, the difference between white and dark meat.  (See “Right Before Your 
Eyes – Dark or Light” on the following pages.)   Often there are bits of arteries/veins and even nerves 
that are visible.  So as the children eat, they should be on the lookout for these.
  
Learning checks:  Have the students identify:
  
q       Thigh - Femur  (FEE-mir)- upper leg
q       Drumstick - Tibia (TIB-e-ya) and Fibula (FIB-u-la) - lower leg
q       Breast - Sternum (STIR-num)and ribs -chest
q       Wishbone - clavicle (CLAV-ih-cal) collar bone
q       Wing - Humerus (HEW-mer-us) upper arm; Radius (RAY-dee-us) & Ulna (UL-na) lower 
arm, and Hand
q       Pelvis (PELL-vis) – hip
  
Background:  See “Right Before Your Eyes – Dark or Light” , this link Drawing by John Wiessinger, 
Diagram from Terres, J. (1980). The Audubon Society Encyclopedia of North American Birds. New 
York: Alfred Knopf Publisher.